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Written by Prabuddha Chakravarti and Sudhir Mishra, whose
previous movie was the superhit Jai Gangaajal in 1993, the film
deals with the story of a famous actor Lakshman Prasad
Sharma (played by Amitabh Bachchan). He is heading a zoo,
patronised by Lord Krishna, who has left a message of good
luck. A flash flood destroys the zoo and in the mayhem, two
months old twins are separated. Krishna makes the twins
recognise each other and after they get together, Lakshman
the actor (Abhay) is left with only one son, Shyam. Shyam
(played by Hrithik Roshan) falls in love with a girl named
Anasuya (played by Priyanka Chopra), who is the daughter of a
millionaire Shivraj (played by the late Oscar winner Shashi
Kapoor). Anasuya, on her part, has a boyfriend Vishwa. Jai
Gangaajal, which earned a huge US$10 million plus, brought in
millions of rupees from ticket sales for Abhay and his brother.
As Abhay announced that the Chopras are working on
Bhoothnath 3, it was expected that it would be the same
formula as the previous two films. His parents set him to make
films like this, as they earn good money from them. Its a
mystery that the work on Bhoothnath 3 began simultaneously
with the planning for Shivaay. Abhay has been busy for a few
months planning Bhoothnath 2 and he is all set to direct the
third part of the most popular fiction series in Indian cinema.
He and his brother plan to keep the budget down with his
mother and father, who have no hesitation in backing the
family. Sanjay Dutt and Rahul Bose are to take on the lead
roles in Bhoothnath 3. Sanjay plays Shyam, while Rahul is to
play Vishwa, whose father played the film star Shivraj. And
Hrithik as Anasuya's boyfriend. Hrithik is not to play the father
of the twins, as the original actor is no longer alive. So we have
to make do with Kamal Haasan.
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